MOSES NIMS PHOTOS

5331    James Nims home ,
53223    Loyal Nims, 1809, & granddaughter Beulah Carr
53223a   Loyal Nims
53223b   Sylvia Angel, wife of Loyal
53223c   Loyal Nims
53223(10) Flora Nims, 1851
532231   Emerancy Nims, 1829
53313g   Dwight Boyden Nims
53314    Frederick B. Nims
53335    Sophia Bartlett
53335a   Luther Bartlett home, poor photo
532115   John Shearer Bordwell
532232   William L. Nims, 1831
532234   Orsen DeLoss Nims, 1835, after he enlisted in the Civil War
532234a  head shot, Orson DeLoss Nims, from the Civil War photo
532234b  Orson Nims, older
532234c  Orson’s wife, Annie Thompson Durward
532234d  Orson Nims, head shot
532234e  Orson DeLoss Nims with grandchildren, Beulah & Lulu Carr
532234f  Annie Durward
532234g  Annie Durward
532234h  Annie Durward
532234i  Annie Durward
532234j  Orsen DeLoss Nims
532235   Emily M. Nims Shepherd, 1838
532237   Almerion & Almeda Nims Fox, with children Jarius & Denny Fox
532237a  Almeda Nims, head shot
532237b  Almerion Nims, head shot
532238   Frank Nims, 1847
532238a  Frank Nims
532239   Annaliza Nims, 1849
532239a  John Carr, husband of Annaliza Nims
532314   Reuel Nims, 1839
532314a  wife of Reuel
532314b  older female, unknown
532314c  3 children, unknown
532314d  group of 1 adult, 3 children, unknown
532314e  group of 5 children—could be Katherine, Raymond, Matthew Hale, Reuel McKinley, and Ann Van Sanford Nims
532316   William Nelson Nims, 1843
532316a  William Nelson Nims
533121   James Arthur Nims, 1835
533121a  head shot, James Arthur Nims
533122a  Frances Aurelia Nims, 1837
533125 Frederick Oscar Nims
533125a head shot, Frederick Oscar Nims
533131 Frederick Augustine Nims family, 4 children, unknown
533131a possibly Ellen McReynolds, wife of F. A. Nims
533131b Frederick Augustine Nims
533131c Frederick Augustine Nims
533131d older female, unknown
533131e young male, unknown, F. A. Nims family
533132 Mildred L. Nims
533142 Susan Spratt Nims
533145 probably Nathaniel Boyden Nims
533241 Frederick Candee Nims
533241 Nims mausoleum, probably that of Frederick Candee Nims
533441 Franklin Asa Nims
533713 John Wesley/Welton Nims
533713e group of 8 adults, unknown, but John Wesley Welton family
533713f younger male, in the group of 8, possibly a younger John Wesley
533714 William Archer Nims
533714a head shot, William Archer Nims
532115 John Shearer Bordwell
5322313 Clarissa Louise/Lovina Rogers
5322332 Charles William Nims
5322342 Alexander Nims, 1863
5322344 Edith Almyra Nims
5322344a Vera McConnell Furrer
5322344b probably Emil E. D. Furrer
5322392 probably also Beulah Carr
5322393 Beulah Carr
5323111 Eugene Dutton Nims
5323111a Eugene & wife, Lotawana Plateau
5323111b closeup, same shot of Eugene & Lotawana
5323111c Eugene & horse
5323111d Eugene Dutton Nims
5323111e Eugene Dutton Nims
5323111f Eugene Dutton Nims
5323141 Katherine A. Nims, 1872
5323142 Raymond A. Nims
5323142a Raymond A. Nims
5323142b Raymond A. Nims
5323142c Raymond A. Nims
5323143 Matthew Hale Nims
5323143a Matthew Hale Nims
5323144 Reuel Nims, 1881
5323144a Reuel Nims
5323145 Mary Van Sanford Nims
5323145a Mary Van Sanford Nims
Joy Morden Nims
Joy Morden Nims, bicycles, possibly wife, Clara Richards
head shot, Joy Morden Nims
Joy Nims, another man and woman (possibly Grace Nims), plus bicycles
Joy Morden Nims
Grace Nims
Grace Nims
unknown male
Grace Nims
Grace Nims
Joy Morden Nims
Burt Allen
Burt Allen & possibly wife, Julia Christianson
head shot, Julia Christianson
Fayette Insley
head shot, Fayette Insley
James Leone Insley
James Leone Insley
possibly James Insley & family, Clarence & Aleta, wife Clara Alice Fry
same shot of family of four
head shot, James Insley
head shot, Clara Fry
head shot, Clarence
head shot, Aleta
Elizabeth Mary Nims
Elizabeth Mary Nims
head shot, Elizabeth Mary Nims
Frank McReynolds Nims & wife, Anna Marie McDonald
head shot, Frank McReynolds Nims
head shot, Anna Marie McDonald
head shot, younger Anna Marie McDonald
Anna, Frank, and 3 young children, John Frederick, EllenMary, Margaret
head shot, Frank McReynolds Nims
head shot, Anna Marie McDonald
older female, F. R. Nims family
Leslie White Nims, possibly Lillian Lane Nims & 3 children: Leslie, Elizabeth & Curtis Rhodes Nims
head shot, Lillian Nims, wife of Leslie White Nims
Lewis Morgan Nims, 1889
Lewis Morgan Nims
Willie Harrison Nims
Willie Harrison Nims
Willie Harrison Nims
baby photo, unknown, Willie Harrison Nims family
Joseph White Nims, 1898
Douglas Harrison Nims, 1902
5333711  Gladys Emily Bartlett
5333711a head shot, Gladys Emily Bartlett
5337121  May Antoinette Nims, 1873
5337121a Charles Leonard Zaelke & May Antoinette Nims
5337121b head shot, Charles Zaelke
5337121c head shot, Charles Zaelke
5337121d May Antoinette Nims
5337121e May Antoinette Nims
5337124  Cora Ann Nims
5337124a Cora Ann Nims
5337125  Henry Levi Nims, 1882
5337131  Mina Amy Nims, 1873
5337131a Mina Amy Nims
5337131b Mina Amy Nims
5337132  Alice Elfreda Nims, 1875
5337133  Nettie Nims
5337133a probably a younger Nettie Nims
5337133b probably Nettie Nims, according to Henry number
5337134  Fred James Nims
5337134a head shot, Fred Nims
5337134b head shot, Fred Nims
5337134c head shot, Fred Nims
5337134d unknown female
5337134e unknown female
5337134f unknown female, all in the John Wesley Welton Nims family
5337134g unknown male
5337136  Grace Aleta Nims, 1883
5337136a Grace Aleta Nims
5337151  unknown male, probably Lawrence Guy Orr
5337152  Addie Ethel Orr
53223134 Grace Gertrude Gamett
53223441 Richard, Robert, Dorothy, Joann, mother Vera McConnell, Donald, & John Furrer
53223441a head shot, Vera McConnell Furrer
53231431 Lucia Nims
53231431a head shot, Lucia Nims
53232132 George Albert Forbes, Jr.
53232211 Zella May Forbes
53232211a unknown male, connected to Zella May Forbes
53232213 Eva “Zinna” Forbes
53232213a unknown male, connected to Eva Forbes, but probably Elmer Wallace
53232213b family photo of 8, with Eva Forbes, Elmer Wallace and Wallace children
53232213c Elmer Wallace and Eva Forbes, probably wedding day
53232213d anniversary photo, Elmer and Eva Wallace, probably
53232217 Margaret Lova Forbes
53232611 Olive Corrine Wallace
unknown female, possibly Olive Wallace
Raymond Kenneth Wallace
Raymond Kenneth Wallace
Laverne Wallace, 1914
Laverne Wallace
Hugh L. Wallace
Hugh Wallace as a young man
Family photo, Hugh Wallace, wife Dorothy Barbour, daughters Cheryl & Susan and their husbands, John Garratt and Thomas Meadows, Jr; plus grandchildren Kate, Sean, Jason, Matthew, Marc.
Alvin Forbes Wallace
Alvin Forbes Wallace & wife, Barbara Steinman
John Frederick Nims
John Frederick Nims
John Frederick Nims
possibly baby John Larkin Nims, with mother Bonnie Larkin
choices here: John Frederick Nims with mother Anna McDonald Nims; or John Larkin Nims with mother Bonnie Larkin
possibly Ellen Mary Nims’ grandfather, Frederick Augustine Nims
possibly Ellen Mary’s parents, Frank McReynolds Nims & Anna Marie McDonald
Ellen Mary Nims
Ellen Mary Nims
Ellen Mary Nims
Ellen Mary Nims
Ellen Mary Nims
Ellen Mary Nims
Ellen Mary Nims
Ellen Mary Nims
Ellen Mary Nims
Ellen Mary Nims
Margaret Frances Nims
Margaret Frances Nims
Margaret Francis Nims
Leslie Frederick Nims
unknown female, with number of Leslie Nims: wife, Elsea Stephenson?
same as above, Elsea Winabeth Stephenson?
Betty Nims
Curtis Rhodes Nims
Curtis Rhodes Nims
Edith Brewster Nims, 1915, and husband Glenn Doherty
head shot, Edith Brewster Nims
head shot, husband Glenn Doherty
head shot, Edith Brewster Nims
Kenneth Godfrey Nims
53314312a K. Godfrey Nims
53314352 Marian Louise Nims Cheney & daughter Elizabeth Suddaby
53314352a Marian Nims Cheney
53314352b Marian Nims Cheney
53314352c John Cheney
53314352d Marian Nims Cheney, daughter Elizabeth Suddaby
53314352e Marian Cheney
53314353 Elizabeth Nims Oathout, husband George, with children Stephen, Douglas, Edith
53314354 Kenneth Parks Nims
53371341 possibly James Purdon, husband of Madeline Nims
53371342 Marjorie Marie Nims
53371342a husband, Millard Borke
53371343 Dr. Robert V. Nims, 1918
53371343a wife of R. V. Nims, Norine Garry
53371343b Robert V. Nims in uniform
532231345 unknown female, possibly Sadie Moore, wife of Ivan Noel Marshall
532314412 Lawrence John Olson, son of Katherine Nims Olson
532314412a probably Linda Sue Blaydon, wife of Lawrence John Olson
532326141 Cheryl Lynn Wallace
532326141a probably John Garratt, husband of Cheryl Lynn Wallace
533131313 Emily Anne Nims, husband Stanislaw Stuydia and children (names unknown)
533131313a 3 boys grown up, parents Emily Nims & Stanislaw Stuydia
533131313b wedding photo, Emily Anne Nims, Stanislaw Stuydia
533131313c Emily Anne Nims Stuydia and 3 sons
533131531 Jerry Curtis Leslie Nims, wife Jacquelyn ‘Jackie’ Fain and children
533131621 Kathleen Lambert Doherty
533131622 Janice Brewster Doherty
533143522 Walton “Breed” Cheney
533143522a Walton Cheney
533143523 Elizabeth Virginia Cheney Suddaby
533143523a Elizabeth Cheney Suddaby
533212113 unknown male, descended from Egbert Nims, 533212
533212113a unknown female, pictured with unknown male above
533215663 unknown male from the John J. Nims line, 533215
533215663a unknown male, same as above
533215663b unknown male, same as above, John J. Nims line
533215663c unknown female, connected to John J. Nims line
535135311 unknown female; 535 sequence seems incorrect
535135311a group photo; again, no idea about a 535 sequence
535135311b unknown male, appears in group photo above, but 535 sequence incorrect
5322313451 young female, from Emerancy Nims line, 532231
5331313131 photo of baby, probably the child of Emily Anne Nims Stuydia
5331315133 unknown female, from Leslie Frederick Nims line, 53313151
5331435333 unknown female in gown, Elizabeth Nims line, 53314353
53223134511  unknown female, Emerancy Nims line, 532231
53223441  Milton & Myra Nims Martin with baby Jesse